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uff, never enough time to 
pose for the CCTV camera :(
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Frontal view image 
synthesized from surveillance 

view CCTV photograph.

mug shot of the suspects
should now see some good 

recognition accuracy because face 
recognition systems are fine tuned 
for comparing near frontal view

images. :)

Often, the CCTV image 
is of very low quality 

Hence, 3d model reconstruction from such low quality CCTV images (non-frontal, 
low resolution, motion blurred and noisy) is very difficult (and often not possible)

Model Based Approach

I am not convinced. Have 
you tested this approach on 
some real forensic cases?

Conclusion: For a poor quality surveillance view test image and a 
face recognition system capable of handling pose variation, it is 
often useful to adapt the reference so that the face recognition 
system always gets to compare facial images having similar pose.

Often, forensic investigators have to identify criminals based on
non-frontal view photographs instead of the preferred frontal view images.

let's try the model 
based approach

PIE ∩ MultiPIE Problem 

Non-frontal Forensic Face Recognition
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Given appropriate training, comparing 
non-frontal images is no more 

difficult than frontal view comparison

synthesized non-
frontal suspect 
reference set

more stable 3D model reconstruction
from relatively better quality 
suspect's frontal view images.

337 subjects67 subjects

PIE data set 
captured in 2000

MultiPIE data set 
captured in 2004

16 subjects common 
in PIE and MultiPIE

Given a surveillance view test image
(taken from MultiPIE), find out if the 
individual is present in the suspect 
reference set (taken from PIE data set)

Fictitious Forensic Case Description:

These fictitious forensic cases:
(a) simulate open set recognition scenario
(b) operate on images captured by different camera (4 years apart)

Further improvement in performance is possible by:
(a) Using systems trained specifically on non-frontal images
(b) Improvement in image synthesis (texture, ray tracing, etc)

fine tuned only to 
handle pose variation 
of ±15 from frontal

Fig: Recognition performance for the proposed non-frontal forensic 
    face recognition approach applied to the PIE ∩ MultiPIE problem.

Problem: Non-frontal Trace

oh no! I cannot apply the model 
based approach because my CCTV 

image is of very low quality.

  Hey, try me. I am the proposed 
Non-frontal Model Based Approach to 

Forensic Face Recognition method 
designed specifically for such cases.

real forensic cases are difficult to 
acquire because of:
 * privacy concern
 * data protection laws, etc.

So we create our own set of 
fictitious forensic cases called : 

PIE ∩ MultiPIE Problem

Results

is there something 
else that I can try?

source: MultiPIE

Basel Face Model already 
contains morphable model 

coefficients for PIE data set.


